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JOB TITLE
Teacher/Teacher Advisor - Haiti
JOB SUMMARY
As an iwilgo OnSite Teacher you will be responsible for overseeing the educational needs for 3rd
and 7th grade Virtual Video classrooms at the Grace Mission Primary and Secondary School in
Limbe, Haiti.
We are looking for an Elementary or Secondary Education student who has completed student
teaching. The candidate will possess a heart for the needs of students in the developing world,
inspired to make a direct impact of the lives of students globally. You are willing to commit to 9
months; providing Christian educational support at an orphanage school in Haiti. We are seeking
a dedicated professional, committed to providing Haitian students with an exemplary education
through tutoring, mentoring and compassion - while enriching their lives through extensive
English language and academic opportunities..
This is an incredible opportunity for a graduating Teacher to immerse themselves in a community
abroad, working side by side with your local ground team to tackle one of the most pressing
challenges of our generation - education.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES and DUTIES
- Oversee and manage 3rd and 7th Grade English ABeka Video Classrooms
- Oversee homework assignments and corrections
- Proctor and grade classroom quizzes and tests
- Maintain grades and records for each student (18 students)
- Provide tutoring, encouragement, mentoring and often times, personal student counseling
- Train local Teacher Assistant
- Train students to monitor their video progress in each class, as well as distribute and collect
homework, seat work, and test papers
- Cultivate a classroom environment conducive to learning
- Ensure daily student participation and accountability to support Video Teachers
- Issue monthly reports and maintain consistent communication with iwilgo Global Educator
TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS AND SKILLS
- Degree in Education and completion of student teaching required
- Christian belief and value set
- Competent in facilitating the ABeka Video Curriculum and training - www.abekaacademy.org
- Willingness to build respectful relationships with Haitian primary and secondary age students
- An incredible passion for the iwilgo.org mission; to alleviate poverty thru opportunity
- Must exude flexibility and patience, independence, commitment, be hardworking & positive
- Excited by the opportunity to shape the next generation of Haitian people
- Passionate and dedicated to the cause of service - know that your work is making a difference
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MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Valid Passport
Immunizations: Hep A and B, Typhoid, Tetanus
French speaking a plus
TERMS of EMPLOYMENT
9 month commitment; Sept 2017 - May 2018
Salary: $1,000 per month
Employment Agreement Includes:
Apartment accommodations at the Barkman Center located in Limbe, in the northern district of
Haiti, and roundtrip airfare from Florida to Cap Haitian.
WHY YOU?
- Provide three reasons why you are the best candidate for this position.
- Share a personal example of how you have overcome a difficult situation and persevered.
- What is your teaching philosophy? How does it apply to this position specifically?
To apply, please forward your resume with your answers to the above questions to;
kbender@iwilgo.org
or mail to
iwilgo
P.O. Box 893
Phoenix, Arizona 85001
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